
Slow investigation 
process

Insights before collection

S O L U T I O N S  F O R  
L E G A L  D E P A R T M E N T S

Don’t risk investigations matters turning into 

potential litigation. Piece together what 

happened quickly and earlier in your case using 

our revolutionary approach to eDiscovery.

Accelerate your 
investigations, 
Analyze your data 
earlier in the process

Siloed data holdings and

the growing proliferation

of unstructured data

makes it hard to quickly

determine if you have a

valid case and who the key

custodians are.

High risk of data
spoliation

Using spreadsheets to

track custodian responses

and waiting on IT to collect 

data and create holds means 

unnecessary delays – and 

makes spoliation and   

noncompliance that much 

more likely.

- C L E V E L A N D  C O N S T R U C T I O N ,  I N C .

Growing cost of
outside counsel

A lack of user-friendly

tools results in too much

data sent to outside 

counsel and slow 

collaboration with them, 

driving up the cost of 

review.

“IPRO makes it easy to succeed, no matter how much experience 

with e-discovery software you have.  IPRO’s team invests in the 

long-term success & e-discovery goals of its clients.”
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Live Early Data Assessment (EDA)

Full eDiscovery Culling & Review

Find and Evaluate Data Before Collection

Corporate eDiscovery

Legal Hold
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IPRO is reinventing the way organizations interact with their data. 

We combine best-in-class governance and eDiscovery software to bring insight far earlier 

in the eDiscovery process, enabling teams inside and outside your organization to collaborate 

transparently at any stage, before data is even collected.

Learn More

.. .

ipro.com/solutions/industry/corporations/

Corporate legal teams achieve caseload time and cost reductions of 80% or more when 

switching to IPRO. Empower your team to achieve the same by gaining insights earlier than 

with any other platform.

The only eDiscovery solution that lets your team 

conduct Early Data Assessments on live data where 

it resides, before any collection occurs. Connect 

directly to 20+ data sources to easily locate and 

analyze ESI in place.*

The most user-friendly review solution in the

industry. Easily view, tag and produce relevant 

case documents and collaborate with outside 

counsel, all in one platform

No more spreadsheets or over-relying on IT. 

Instantly issue holds to all custodians, automate 

notifications, and defensibly preserve and track all 

information from one solution.

*See full data connector list on the IPRO website.


